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THE LINK 
BETWEEN 
YOU AND YOUR 
MUSIC

SOURCE 
UNITS

Music more than just sound, it’s a personal life style.  
From hip-hop, reggae, jazz and even disco,  
we all move to the beat of a different drum. 
With the options for having your music at your side more diverse,  
Clarion has adopted an ‘Any Source, Any Time’ way of thinking.  
With provisions for USB memory devices, SD card slots,  
front panel auxiliary inputs and easy to use iPod interfaces,  
there’s no portable device you can’t enjoy through your audio system.

Plug it in and crank it up! Connect any audio and video 
portable device, including a transportable satellite radio 
receiver or portable navigation system with ease.  The 
front panel auxiliary input featured on several source 
units provides connectivity with clarity.

The EA1276 interface takes iPod® integration to 
another level. Featuring the capability of navigation 
through playlist, similar to changing tracks on a CD.   

Drag and drop - that’s all you have to do to copy your 
entire music collection onto a USB memory stick. Then 
simply plug it in to your Clarion USB-enabled radio and 
listen to countless hours of your favorite music. For 2007, 
Clarion USB-enabled radios will allow you to access 
15,000 songs from a single USB device, and view ID3 
tag information to let you know what you’re listening to.

Buying music online is as easy is a click of the mouse. 
Now, playing that music is just as easy. Clarion adds 
Apple iTunes® AAC file support to our existing MP3 and 
WMA compressed digital audio compatibility.

When audio files are compressed into MP3, WMA, or 
AAC formats, every attempt is made to remove only 
that information which is not easily heard, this is called 
perceptual encoding. The drawback is that frequen-
cies over 10kHz are often lost or distorted.  Clarion’s 
exclusive “Sound Restorer” processing recreates those 
subtle nuances and harmonics back into the recording.  
Compressed music files, wont sound like compressed 
music.  

Clarion takes H.M.I. to yet another level with the intro-
duction of SLIDETRAK. SLIDETRAK provides precise 
control of the key features on the head unit.  With a 
simple swipe of the fingertip, you can easily adjust 
the volume level up or down.  In addition, SLIDETRAK 
maximizes the available space on the head unit’s face 
to create a large easy to read display.  By incorporat-
ing the radio presets and CD track controls into multi 
functional display.  By sliding the display to either side, 
you’ll be able to navigate through your radio presets or 
select your favorite music track.

Advances in H.M.I. design take many forms. The 
new DB175MP through DXZ475MP feature our 
new Shooting Star control panel design. Shoot-
ing Star puts all the controls as close as possi-
ble to the driver and allows for a larger, easier to 

Clarion isn’t afraid 
to be different - 
this is what was 
behind the design 
of FB275BT. 
A unique feature 
set  combined
with our Metal Shark design makes this deck stand 
out in the crowd. Unconventional materials, indirect 
lighting and aggressive styling combine to make a 
source unit that will attract attention, even before you 
turn up the volume.

Tired of the 
same old thing?  
Clarion design-
ers thrive of cre-
ativity - the result 
is UDB275MP 

- an unconventional approach to an unconven-
tional product. UDB275MP incorporates a simple 
and stylish design, one that is smooth and clean. 
The H.M.I. interface is simple and effective, adding 
to the uncluttered look. Add unique features like 
front-panel auxiliary input and USB with variable 
color illumination, and UDB275MP stands out in 
more ways that one.Compressed Track (MP3)

Sound Restorer ON

read LCD display that contains 
more information. A centrally 
located rotary volume knob 
punctuates this advanced 
design.

The EA1276 will charge the battery in your iPod as you 
listen, so you’ll be ready to go when you arrive at your 
destination.

Original Track (CD)

Front AUX input

iPod Integration

USB Connectivity

AAC Playback

Revive Your Music

SLIDETRAK

Shooting Star Design

Cutting Edge Design
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CEA 2006 Power Ratings 
20W x 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N] 
S/N 84dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

DXZ775USB CD/USB/MP3/WMA/AAC  
RECEIVER/CeNET CONTROL

• CD-R/RW ready • MP3, WMA and iTunes® AAC Compatible with ID3-TAG display  
• Rear USB connector • 18 FM/ 6 AM Presets • iPod control capability via optional 
EA1276 • Subwoofer volume control • 24-bit D/A converter  • SOUND RESTORER 
• Digital Time Alignment Control with 3-way crossover • 3-band parametric 
equalizer  • Built-in LPF/HPF • 53W × 4 Built-in MOS-FET Amplifier 
• Motorized sloping control panel  • 728-variable color display and 
illuminated keys • Full dot display with Screensavers  
• "SLIDETRAK" for dynamic operation  • RCA Auxiliary 
Input with Level Control  • 6ch/6V RCA Output 
• CeNET Control of: DVD changer, TV Tuner, 
6-Disc CD Changer, Satellite Receiver and 
iPod • OEM Steering Wheel Remote 
Ready • Bluetooth Interface 
Ready (Optional BLT370)

No other source unit combines the DRZ9255’s dedication to pure sonic performance with signal processing power at this level. The 24-bit 96kHz D/A converter 
recreates music without any phase shift or attenuation - the result is silky smooth, incredibly life-like and detailed sound that deserves the name Clarion. The 
incredible accuracy of the time alignment, parametric equalization and built-in crossovers make it easier than ever to tune your system perfectly. Housed in a 
copper plated chassis and powered by an external DC-DC power supply, the DRZ9255 is the only choice for the true audio enthusiast.

The DXZ775USB is ready when you are - with more source connections and format capabilities than any before it. A 728-color motorized DCP with “SLIDE-
TRAK” controls serves as your interface to USB and Bluetooth® connectivity. If your music is digital, the DXZ775USB is ready with MP3/WMA and AAC play-
back capabilities from CD-R/W or a USB memory stick.

A source unit for the digital ageEnjoy your music like it was intended to be heard

DRZ9255 CD RECEIVER/CeNET CONTROL

• Dual 24-bit / 96 kHz Sampling Digital to Analog Burr-Brown Converters and DSP 
• Built-In 4-Way Crossovers • 5-Band Parametric Equalizer • Digital Time Alignment for 
Each Line Level Output • 8-channel/4-Volt Gold Plate Oxygen-Free Copper RCA Outputs 
• 0.5dB-Step Electronic Volume Adjustment Circuit • Copper Plated Chassis 
• External DC/DC Converter • CeNET Control of : 6-Disc CD Changer, TV Tuner and iPod 
Interface • Two 2-Channel AUX Inputs • Zinc Die-Cast Faceplate  • Fiber Optic Input/
Output • Vacuum Florescent Display • 18FM/6AM Presets • Remote Control Included

96 kHz Sampling D/A Converter
96 kHz Oversampling Enables Reproduction That Is More Faithful to the 
Original Source 
The 96 kHz digital anti-imaging filter interpolates samples into the audio signal from the 
disc at a speed more than twice as fast as the CD standard sampling rate of 44.1 
kHz. This is the first such digital filter designed for vehicle audio. Without 
oversampling, the signal from a CD must be filtered in the analog domain 
to reduce high-frequency noise, and such analog filters cause phase 
(time) distortion. Oversampling filters are free from phase 
distortion, so they deliver more musical detail and more 
of the realistic resonances of real live sound.

       Conceptual Diagram of Frequency/
Phase Characteristics

Silver-Coated SK:6N 
(99.9999% Oxygen-Free) 
Copper RCA 

World’s First 0.5dB 
Step Electronic 
Volume Circuit

Copper Plated Chassis 
Prevents Sound Deterioration

96kHz Sampling 
D/A Converter

Hear your music the way it was meant to be 
heard. Clarion’s Sound Restorer recreates the 
high frequency information that is lost during 
compression. The result is clear and detailed 
sound - the way it was meant to be heard.

Copy, Paste, Play - with Clarion’s USB 
connector, accessing your music collection 
is just that easy. And, with access to 65,025 
songs, there’s seemingly no limit your musical 
boundaries.

Keep your cellular phone or 
iPod safe and sound in your 
pocket or purse while enjoying 
crystal clear sound through 
the BLT370 Bluetooth audio/
mobile-phone transceiver.

Immerse yourself in the perfect musical 
experience. The DXZ775USB offers time 
alignment control to let your put yourself 
center stage. With 5 preset patterns (Front-L, 
Front-R, Front, Rear and Full Seat), you have 
full control over your soundstage.

Fine-tuning the sound of your audio system is 
easy. Clarion lets you fine-tune the look of your 
source unit with our 728-color illumination. 
Choose from 12 different preset colors, let the 
DXZ775USB slowly morph through the entire 
spectrum or fine tune the Red, Green and Blue 
levels to match your dash perfectly.

“SLIDETRAK” Controls

SOURCE UNITS

Revive your Music
USB Connectivity

Bluetooth®

Time Alignment

728 Colors
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CEA 2006 Power Ratings 
19W × 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N] 
S/N 84dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

CEA 2006 Power Ratings
19W × 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N]
S/N 83dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

Digital
Signal

Noise Shaper 24 bits dac

This unit makes high s/n ratios SR off SR on

DXZ575USB CD/USB/MP3/WMA/AAC RECEIVER/ 
CeNET CONTROL

• CD-R/RW ready • MP3, WMA and iTunes® AAC Compatible with ID3-TAG display  • Front USB slot  • 18 
FM/ 6 AM Presets • iPod control capability via optional EA1276 • Subwoofer volume control • 24-bit D/A 
converter • SOUND RESTORER • Digital Z-Enhancer sound customization • 2-band parametric equalizer 
• MAGNA BASS EX dynamic bass enhancement • Built-in LPF/HPF • 53W × 4 Built-in MOS-FET Amplifier  
• Flip-down control panel  • High visibility 2-line display with Screensavers  •  "SLIDETRAK" for dynamic 
operation  • RCA Auxiliary Input with Level Control  • 6ch/6V RCA Output • CeNET Control of: DVD 
changer, TV Tuner, 6-Disc CD Changer, Satellite Receiver and iPod • OEM Steering Wheel Remote Ready 
• Bluetooth Interface Ready (Optional BLT370)

Digital sound has never sounded so good. With Clarion’s Sound Restorer signal processing and a unit 24-Bit DAC - the result is music so pure, so detailed, 
it will be like it’s the first time you’ve heard it.

The DXZ575USB offers features and connectivity second to none. This unit integrates an incredibly convenient front-panel USB slot with our new “SLIDETRAK” 
control for an interface that’s unrivaled in performance. Clarion’s advanced R&D team have outfitted this source unit with our new 24-Bit DAC for pure, detailed 
sonic reproduction and our Digital Z-Enhancer and Sound Restorer signal processing. The result is a source unit that offers al the features you want, combined 
with stunning sonic performance.

Experience your music 
like never before

• CD-R/RW ready • MP3, WMA and iTunes® 
AAC Compatible with ID3-TAG display  • Rear 

USB connector • 18 FM/ 6 AM Presets • iPod control 
capability via optional EA1276 • Subwoofer volume 

control • 24-bit D/A converter • Sound Restorer • Digital Z-
Enhancer sound customization • 2-band parametric equalizer 

• MAGNA BASS EX dynamic bass enhancement • Built-in LPF/
HPF • 53W × 4 Built-in MOS-FET Amplifier  • Motorized sloping 

control panel • Full dot display with Screensavers  •  "SLIDETRAK" 
for dynamic operation  • RCA Auxiliary Input with Level Control  • 6ch/6V 

RCA Output • CeNET Control of: DVD changer, TV Tuner, 6-Disc CD 
Changer, Satellite Receiver and iPod • OEM Steering Wheel Remote Ready 

• Bluetooth Interface Ready (Optional BLT370)

Front panel USB puts your music close at hand

DXZ675USB
CD/USB/MP3/WMA/AAC 
RECEIVER / CeNET CONTROL

Conventional D/A Converters just can’t 
compare to Clarion’s 24-Bit DAC with Noise 
Shaper. The result of years of engineering, 
this new D/A features a 24-bit D/A Converter 
combined with incredible 128x over sampling 
to realize detailed high frequency reproduc-
tion and incredible S/N ratios. Experience 
your favorite music like you’ve never heard 
it before.

Hear your music the way it was meant to be 
heard. Clarion’s Sound Restorer recreates 
the high frequency information that is lost 
during compression. The result is clear and 
detailed sound - the way it was meant to be 
heard.

The HMI display in the DXZ675USB features 
a full-dot LCD design to provide information 
that is easy-to-read and incredibly detailed.

Talk on your cellular phone or enjoy 
your favorite album - wirelessly. Simply 
connect the BLT370 Bluetooth interface 
to your DXZ675USB for high quality, 
wireless audio.

DXZ575USB

APX4360

APX2180

SRS1686

SRR6986

PXW1552

Equalization in the digital domain - the 
next step in tailoring your music to sound 
the way you want. With three preset 
equalization curves, each adjustable to 
Low, Mid or High, you can choose from 
nine custom tailored EQ curves - each 
tailored to a specific speaker type. 

The 13-segment 2-Line display on 
the DXZ575USB allows numbers and 
characters to be displayed clearly - in 
all lighting conditions. Whether you want 
to know what song is playing on satellite 
radio or just need to know the time, it’s 
always easy to see. 

Enjoy Virtually all Digital Media

USB

iPod

System Examples

CeNET 
iPod Interface 
EA1276

SOURCE UNITS

24-Bit D/A Converter Sound Restorer

Full-Dot LCD Display Bluetooth® Ready

Digital Z-Enhancer 12-Segment 2-Line Display

Why bother with multiple source units for 
each media format when the DXZ575USB 
has all the capabilities you need! It plays 
conventional CD/MP3/WMA encoded 
disks, can access over 65,000 MP3/
WMA/AAC files through it’s front mount-
ed USB port. The DXZ575USB also has 
the iPod connec-
tivity and control 
(EA1276 required) 
allowing quick and 
easy operation of 
your iPod. 
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CEA 2006 Power Ratings
19W × 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N]
S/N 80dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

CEA 2006 Power Ratings
19W × 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N]
S/N 80dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

CEA 2006 Power Ratings
21W × 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N]
S/N 87dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

CEA 2006 Power Ratings
19W × 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N]
S/N 80dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

The new DXZ475MP and DXZ375MP feature Clarion’s new Shooting Star DCP design. We’ve gathered all the frequently used controls and put them as close 
as possible to the driver for ease of operation.  The organizing of the controls on the left side of the DCP allows for a large easy to read display.  This enables the 
driver to see station or track information quickly and easily with minimal distraction from the road.  Additionally, a precision rotary volume control knob is centrally 
located for optimum control from either the driver’s or passenger side seat.  Clarion combines form, functionality, and style with our Shooting Star design.

Your music never looked so good

XA311 CASSETTE RECEIVER/C-BUS CONTROL

• Z-Enhancer Sound Customization 
• 20FM/5AM Presets 
• 40 W × 4 Built-in Amplifier• Auto-reverse 
• C-BUS Control of 6-Disc CD Changer 
• 2-channel RCA Output 
• Rotary Volume Knob

•  CD-R/RW ready • MP3 and WMA compatible with 
ID3-TAG display • 18 FM/ 6 AM Presets • iPod control 
capability via optional EA1276 • Subwoofer volume 
control • Z-Enhancer sound customization • MAGNA 
BASS EX dynamic bass enhancement • Built-in 
LPF/HPF • 50W × 4 Built-in Amplifier • Flip-down control 
panel  • High visibility 2-line display with Screensavers 
• Rotary Volume • Front panel 3.5mm Auxiliary Input • 
4ch/4V RCA Output • CeNET Control of: DVD changer, 
TV Tuner, 6-Disc CD Changer, Satellite Receiver and 
iPod • OEM Steering Wheel Remote Ready • Bluetooth 
Interface Ready (Optional BLT370)

DXZ475MP
CD/MP3/WMA RECEIVER/ 
CeNET CONTROL

• CD-R/RW ready • MP3 and WMA compatible with 
ID3-TAG display • 18 FM/ 6 AM Presets • iPod control 
capability via optional EA1276 • Z-Enhancer sound 
customization • MAGNA BASS EX dynamic bass 
enhancement • 50W×4 Built-in Amplifier • Detachable 
control panel • High visibility single line display with 
Screensavers • Rotary Volume • Front panel 3.5mm 
Auxiliary Input • 2ch/2V RCA Output CeNET Control of: 
DVD changer,TV Tuner, 6-Disc CD Changer, Satellite 
Receiver and iPod • OEM Steering Wheel Remote 
Ready • Bluetooth Interface Ready (Optional BLT370)

DXZ275MP
CD/MP3/WMA RECEIVER/ 
CeNET CONTROL 

• CD-R/RW ready • MP3 and WMA compatible with 
ID3-TAG display • 18 FM/ 6 AM Presets • Z-Enhancer 
sound customization • MAGNA BASS EX dynamic bass 
enhancement • 50W × 4 Built-in Amplifier • Detachable 
control panel • High visibility single line display with 
Screensaver • Rotary Volume • Front panel 3.5mm 
Auxiliary Input • 2ch/2V RCA Output • Bluetooth 
Interface Ready (Optional BLT370)

DB175MP
CD/MP3/WMA RECEIVER

• CD-R/RW ready • MP3 and WMA compatible with 
ID3-TAG display • 18 FM/ 6 AM Presets • iPod control 
capability via optional EA1276 • Subwoofer volume 
control • Z-Enhancer sound customization • MAGNA 
BASS EX dynamic bass enhancement • Built-in 
LPF/HPF • 50W × 4 Built-in Amplifier • Detachable 
control panel • High visibility single line display with 
Screensavers • Rotary Volume • Front panel 3.5mm 
Auxiliary Input • 4ch/4V RCA Output • CeNET 
Control of: DVD changer ,TV Tuner, 6-Disc CD 
Changer, Satellite Receiver and iPod  • OEM 
Steering Wheel Remote Ready • Bluetooth Interface 
Ready (Optional BLT370)

DXZ375MP
CD/MP3/WMA RECEIVER/ 
CeNET CONTROL

High Visibility Display

The 13-Segment  2-line display on the DXZ475MP 
makes using your radio easier than ever. With 
the ability to display text characters as well as 
numbers, you can just as easily see the name 
of the track that is playing or checking the time. 
And with its high contrast white on black design, 
it’s easy to see under any lighting conditions.

Front Panel Auxiliary

Who would have thought that something so 
simple could be so useful? All Clarion CD 
source units feature an auxiliary input, but the 
DBZ175MP through DXZ475MP put them right 
on the front panel. Plug in your portable DVD 
player, or a portable satellite radio tuner and 
enjoy music the way it was meant to be heard.

Bluetooth®

The design of the BLT370 makes it compatible 
with all of the new 2007 CD source units - from 
the DB175MP through the loaded DXZ775USB 
- all can enjoy hands free communication from 
your cellular phone and streaming audio for any 
compatible device. Clarion even offers a solu-
tion for your iPod Mini, Video and Nano.

Driving isn’t only about getting from point A to point B - it’s about the journey. Let Clarion’s full line of CD source units be at the heart of your journey. For 2007, 
Clarion offers unprecedented levels of connectivity, performance and value. From the Shooting Star style concept of the DB175MP to the USB-equipped 
DXZ775USB and the truly esoteric DRZ9255 - Clarion has all the bases covered.

Sound quality and unique style...

Rotary Volume 
Control

Detachable  
Control Panel

Rotary Volume 
Control

Detachable  
Control Panel

Rotary Volume 
Control

Detachable  
Control Panel

Front AUX

Rotary Volume 
Control 

Detachable  
Control Panel

Flipdown Console
Front AUX

Front AUX

(Optional)

(Optional)

SOURCE UNITS
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SD slot

From the theoretical stage to the drawing board and on 
to final production - the concept of the FB275BT was to 
encompass sleek, bold styling. Finished in white acrylic, 
the four curved buttons on each side of the central 
rotary volume control mimic the gills of the Master of the 
Sea. Bold, brazen and beautiful at the same time - this 
is the Metal Shark concept.

Indirect lighting on the FB275BT makes each of the 
arched buttons appear to float, adding to the mystique 
of the Metal Shark design. A mirror finish surrounds the 
bottom half of the illuminated rotary volume control. 

FB275BT is like no other source unit - with its intuitive 
HMI designs that minimizes the number of buttons 
while maximizing functionality. Each button is large and 
easy to use, while at the same time appearing to not 
exist at all.

The next evolution in mobile audio - no moving parts. 
FB275BT features a SD card slot behind the folding 
control panel. Simply copy your favorite songs from 
your PC to an SD card, and you are ready to go with 
hours of music. You can also connect your Bluetooth® 
enabled cellular phone, PDA or iPod (with the Clarion 
DGL370 Bluetooth audio transmitter and Cradle for 
iPod BC001N/002M/003V) for even more music choic-
es. The revolution is here and its name is FB275BT.

FB275BT
Buletooth SD/MP3 RECEIVER

• SD slot • MP3 Compatible with ID3-TAG display • Built-in Bluetooth 
interface • 18 FM Presets • 50W × 4 Built-in Amplifier • Flip-down 
control panel  • 728-variable color Illuminated design • RCA Auxiliary 
Input • 2ch/2V RCA Out put • External Microphone included  
• Bluetooth : Headset plofile (HSP), Advanced Audio Distribution 
Profile(A2DP), Audio Video Remote Control Profile(AVRCP) 

UDB275MP
2DIN CD/USB/MP3/WMA RECEIVER

• CD-R/RW ready • MP3 and WMA compatible with ID3-TAG display  
• Front USB slot • 18 FM/ 6 AM Presets • Z-Enhancer sound customization 
• MAGNA BASS EX dynamic bass enhancement • 50W × 4 Built-in MOS-
FET Amplifier • High visibility single line display with Screensavers • 728-
variable color display and illuminated keys • Front panel 3.5mm Auxiliary 
Input • 2ch/2V RCA Output • Bluetooth Interface Ready (Optional BLT370)

FB275BT and UDB275MP are the ultimate harmony of function and design. Their looks are not only highly stylized, but designed to make them easier to use. 
They are at the same time raw and natural while being elegant and state of the art. Clarion breaks down all the barriers with advanced HMI designs.

The most unique and advanced 
Human Machine Interface ever

The built-in Bluetooth receiver allows you to enjoy hands-free 
calling with a mobile phone using the 3.5-mm connector for 

Advanced functions such as hands-free 
calling and enhanced media links are 
combined.

Clarion’s product designers worked hard to minimize the number of buttons 
on UDB275MP while maximizing its functionality. The result is a source unit 
that is simple and stylish in design, while offering leading edge technology, 
connectivity and performance. Presenting UDB275MP - a 2-DIN AM/FM CD/
USB source unit with a look like no other.

Clean, Simple and Elegant - a new concept for your car

The UDB275MP is ready for your USB memory stick. This 
source unit can handle 15,000 digital audio files. File names 
can be up to 28 characters long, and folder names can be up 
to 16 characters long. 

USB Input for Compressed Digital Audio

Want more bass, more treble, or more of both? No problem.  
Z-Enhancer has three pre-set equalization curves to choose 
from… and the amount of boost is adjustable.

Z-Enhancer Changes Tonal Balance Magna Bass EX Bass Boost
Ordinary loudness circuits boost bass in the frequency range 
around 100 Hz. However, Clarion’s Magna Bass boosts bass 
lower than that—in a band centered at 50 Hz—to provide 
extra low-frequency impact. Now, to boost bass frequencies 
that are even lower, Clarion’s new Magna Bass EX boosts 
the bass in the vicinity of 50 Hz by nearly 10 dB. And Magna 
Bass EX automatically compensates for whatever volume 
level you have chosen to ensure well-balanced dynamic bass 
no matter how loud you play your music

From the solid look and feel of the edge-lit control panel to the simplicity of the central 
volume control - the FB275BT breaks all previous source unit stereotypes. 
Clarion’s advanced HMI design launches a new era in mobile source units with 
FB275BT and UDB275MP.

Immerse 
your senses 
in sound

Note: The trademark and the Bluetooth logo* are owned by the Bluetooth* SIG, Inc. and any utilization of these trademarks by Clarion is carried out under license. 
The other trademarks and commercial names are the property of their respective owners. 

commercially available microphones. Furthermore, a built-
in SD slot makes playing music from outside sources easy, 
and an ID3-TAG Display allowing for simple manipulation of 
compressed formats such as MP3 is employed. In addition, 
the 728-Variable Color Illuminated keys provide brilliant 
illumination for your interface.

CEA 2006 Power Ratings
21W × 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N]
S/N 87dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

CEA 2006 Power Ratings
19W × 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N]
S/N 79dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

Unique Concept

Intuitive Design

Cutting Edge Style

Connectivity
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From the clean and simple look of the UDB275MP, to the feature laden, high-tech DFZ675MC, we’ve got your 2-DIN solution. Features like Music Catcher II, 
front-panel auxiliary inputs, SD card slots and 728 color button illumination to seamless music integration with all your compressed digital music - nobody does 
2-DIN like Clarion.

DFZ675MC 2-DIN CD/SD/MP3/WMA RECEIVER/CeNET CONTROL

• 728-Variable Color • Music Catcher II CD Recorder 
and SD Slot • iPod control capability via optional 
EA1276 • Digital Z-Enhancer • MAGNA BASS EX 
Dynamic Bass Enhancement • 18FM/6AM Presets 
• 50 W × 4 Built-in MOS-FET Amplifier • MP3 and WMA 
Compatible with ID3-TAG Display • CD-R/RW Ready 
• CeNET Control of: DVD Changer (Easy), TV tuner, 
6-Disc CD Changer, Satellite Receiver and iPod  
• 4 ch RCA Output • Front Panel AUX Input  
• Active Screensavers

Clarion has your 2-DIN applications covered

MCD360
3-WAY ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER 

• 2/4/6 ch Input • 6 ch / 5 Volt RCA Outputs  
(Front/Rear/Subwoofer) • Front/Rear/Subwoofer Lever Control 
• Subwoofer Equalizer and Boost Level Controls • High-Pass 
Crossover Frequency Multiplier • Remote Subwoofer Level 
Control (Included) • Gold Plated Terminals • Dimensions:6″(W) 
× ¾″(H) × 7″(D)

Digital Z-Enhancer Does Equalization and More
While maintaining overall acoustic balance, three preset 
patterns optimized to emphasize low, medium and high 
ranges are provided. Switching is possible according to 
speaker characteristics (genuine, separate, or coaxial). 
For even more sound flexibility, the Digital Z-Enhancer 
provides HI, MID, and LOW gain adjustments for each 
speaker pattern, giving the user a total of nine equaliza-
tion patterns to choose from, and enabling sound to be 
optimized according to the speaker system and sound 
source.

Selectable Multicolor Controls

ADB340MP CD/MP3/CASSETTE PLAYER

• Spectrum Analyzer 
• MAGNA BASS EX Dynamic Bass Enhancement 
• 3-Band Graphic EQ 
• 18FM/6AM Presets 
• 50 W × 4 Built-in Amplifier 
• MP3 Compatible with ID3-TAG Display 
• Full Logic Cassette with Auto Reverse 
• CD-R/RW Ready 
• 2 ch RCA Output 
• 2 ch AUX Input

Flip-Down 
Control Panel

CCA519
CeNET Y-ADAPTER
FOR MALTI-CHANGE 
CONNECTION

• 2 ch RCA Audio Input
• 2 Selectable FM Transmitting Stations 
• Adjustable Audio Level Control
• On/Off Switch Included

CAA397
6 DISC MAGAZINE
Compatible DVD/CD Changers:
VCZ625, DCZ625, DC625

CAA355
6 DISC MAGAZINE
Compatible CD Changers:
CDC634, CDC635, CDC655Z

FM200
FM MODULATOR

CCA329
C-BUS 16″ 
REPLACEMENT  
CHANGER CABLE

CCA561
CeNET 16″ 
REPLACEMENT  
CHANGER CABLE 

CCA520
CeNET 8″ M/F 
EXTENSION CABLE

CCA521
CeNET 20.5″ M/F 
EXTENSION CABLE

DCA005
16″ FIBER 
OPTIC CABLE
• New to New Toss Link 
Connectors

DCA006
16″ FIBER 
OPTIC CABLE
• Old to New Toss Link 
Connectors

DCA007
16″ FIBER 
OPTIC CABLE
• New to Old Toss Link 
Connectors

DCA008
5″ FIBER 
OPTIC CABLE
• New to New Toss Link 
Connectors

RCB176
2007 SOURCE
UNIT REPLACE-
MENT REMOTE

Bluetooth®

EQS746
1/2-DIN GRAPHIC EQ/CROSSOVER

• 7-Band Graphic Equalizer • 6-channel / 7 Volt RCA Outputs 
(Front/Rear/Subwoofer) • Adjustable Master Volume Level 
Control • Adjustable Subwoofer Level Control • 2 ch RCA 
AUX Input with Adjustable Gain • Selectable 12dB Low-
Pass Crossover (60Hz or 90Hz) • Gold Plated Terminals • 
Dimensions:7″(W) × 1″(H) × 4″(D)

DC625
6-DISC C-BUS CD CHANGER

• CD-R/RW Ready • -15°to 105°Mounting Angle • 8x Over 
Sampling Digital Filter • Zero Bit Detector Mute Circuit • Spring 
Loaded Silicon Oil Dampened Suspention • Dual 1-Bit D/A 
Converters • 3-Beam Laser System • Eject Capability While 
Ignition Off • Dimensions : 9″(W) 2 ½″(H) × 6 ⅝″(D)

DCZ625
6-DISC CeNET CD CHANGER

• CeNET Controlled • Digital Optical Output • CD Text • CD-
R/RW Ready • -15°to 105°Mounting Angle • 8x Over Sam-
pling Digital Filter • Zero Bit Detector Mute Circuit • Spring 
Loaded Silicon Oil Dampened Suspention • Dual 1-Bit D/A 
Converters • 3-Beam Laser System • Eject Capability While 
Ignition Off • Dimensions : 9″(W) 2 ½″(H) × 6 ⅝″(D)

Graphic Equalizer Pattern

Spectrum Analyzer Pattern

CCAAUX
RCA/3.5mm
AUX INPUT
CABLE

SIRCL3
SIRIUS SATELLITE RADIO 
CeNET RECEIVER / 
ANTENNA 

Operate the incoming call and the sound from 
a digital media player or a mobile telephone 
through AUX input, built-in a mirophone.

Transmitter 
Transmit a digital media player 
audio output through Bluetooth to 
the receiver.

Cradle 
Dock diffrent iPod 
(iPod Nano/iPod 
Mini/iPod Video)  
to the DGL370.

Bluetooth SYSTEM
“transceiver for AUX input”
Operate the incoming call and the 
sound from a digital media player 
or a mobile telephone through AUX 
input, built-in a microphone.

CEA 2006 Power Ratings
18W × 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N]
S/N 75dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

CEA 2006 Power Ratings
18W × 4RMS [4Ω@14.4V ≤1% THD+N]
S/N 75dB (Ref:1W into 4Ω)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

SOURCE UNITS / ACCESSORIES

BLT370
Bluetooth audio/mobile-phone 
transceiver for AUX input
Bluetooth profle : Headset Profile (HSP), 
Handsfree Profile (HFP), Advanced Audio 
Distribution Profile (A2DP), Audio Video 
Remote Control Profile (AVRCP)

“Bluetooth 
mobile phone”

DGL370
“Bluetooth audio transmitter”
Transmit a digital media player 
audio with 2.5mm auxiliary input 
through Bluetooth to the audio/
mobile-phone transceiver

AUX input

Note: The trademark and the Bluetooth logo* are owned by the Bluetooth* SIG, Inc. and any utilization of these trademarks by Clarion is carried out under license. 
The other trademarks and commercial names are the property of their respective owners.

DGL370
Bluetooth Audio Transmitter 

Bluetooth profile:Advanced Audio  
Distribution profile (A2DP)

Cradle for ipod nano/mini/video
BC001N/BC002M/BC003V

EA1276
CeNET iPod INTERFACE

FMC250
CD CHANGER CONTROLLER WITH  FM 
MODULATOR

• Flush Mounting Bracket Included • Wireless Remote Control 
Included • LCD Featuring Track, Disc and Play Time Infomation 
• 12 Software Selectable FM Transmitting Stations • Adjustable 
Input and Output Levels

• CeNET iPod Interface for DFZ675MC and 2007 CeNET 
Ready Source Units • Charges iPod battery 

2DBKT
UNIVERSAL MOUNTING 
SLEEVE AND BRACKETS 
FOR DOUBLE DIN

EA1251
CeNET iPOD INTERFACE
FOR 2006 AND OLDER 
UNITS
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